
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS RESEARCH PAPER

Interviewing for Research - Asking the Questions. â€¢ Listening skills o Eye contact. â€¢ Asking questions o Open
questions o Follow up questions/probing.

You should not ask the same follow-up questions to every person. Of course, this question would still only
help the researcher assess how well viewers understand the reasons for Superbowl advertising. Just a small
change has made this question applicable to the kind of respondent being interviewed. An essay that explores
the different perspectives on a topic by using evidence from interviews with a variety of people. Who was the
person who influenced you the most growing up? Explain the purpose of the interview. It should be pretty
clear from this question that the interviewer is asking about the moments before emergency services were
called. This type of question infers a cause-effect relationship that may not truly exist. Pick a Good Question:
You will be asking a particular question about a topic of your choice to several different people. Do any
examples come to your mind to illustrate your point? Writing Effective Interview Questions Writing Effective
Interview Questions Part of the challenge of conducting an effective interview is writing the right interview
questions. Sequence of Questions Get the respondents involved in the interview as soon as possible. This
question helps the respondent give a tangible answer but also does not assume that the respondent feels a
certain way about the subject and leaves things open for the respondent to list effects that are positive,
negative, or both. If their comments are to be used as quotes, get their written permission to do so. Often, they
may feel more comfortable at their own places of work or homes. Be careful asking "why" questions.
Intersperse fact-based questions throughout the interview to avoid long lists of fact-based questions, which
tends to leave respondents disengaged. This can occur when respondents stray to another topic, take so long to
answer a question that times begins to run out, or even begin asking questions to the interviewer. Example 2:
On what occasions do you find yourself taking selfies? Immediately After Interview Verify if the tape
recorder, if used, worked throughout the interview.


